We describe an approach for "blackbox" concurrency based on layering user-provided, sequential data structures over concurrent skip graph variants for increased NUMA locality. We implement sets, maps, and priority queues, although our approach is potentially applicable for other data types. Threads operate privately on the "top" sequential data structures, used to "jump" to positions in the "bottom" concurrent skip graph, near to where insertions and removals take place, reducing remote memory accesses. A careful data structure partition scheme ensures the increase of data locality. We implemented our strategy in C++14, and our sets and maps run up to 23% faster than a highly-optimized concurrent skip list (our fastest contender), with up to 70% of reduction on the number of remote synchronized reads, and up to a 3.21 times increase in the CAS locality for 32 threads.
Introduction
As hardware manufacturers make available an increasing number of cores for systems programmers on shared memory machines, concurrent data structures remain critical for overall application performance. Non-blocking [19] , linearizable [17] structures are particularly appealing, as they can effectively replace sequential or blocking (lock-based) targets without compromising the semantics expected by the systems programmers. However, the landscape for concurrent data structures is changing. NUMA architectures are organized as a set computing/memory "nodes" linked through an interconnect (Fig. 1 ). This makes local memory accesses (i.e., within the same node) cheaper than remote memory accesses. Increasing NUMA locality -the ratio of local over total memory accesses -becomes a central aspect of performance engineering in those systems. Designing data structures that increase NUMA locality is challenging, so research is still very active in this area. Some approaches, for instance [26, 7] , focus on redesigning data structures with NUMA awareness, which can be effective as the programmer has full ability to exploit the structure's internal features in order to increase NUMA locality. Unfortunately, complete internal redesigns of common data structures can be a significant development and research effort unsuitable for non-specialists. In contrast, approaches such as [9] are essentially meant to have programmers "plug-in" their (sequential) data structures and benefit from concurrency and NUMA awareness. The particular approach in [9] centers on replicating the target data structure among many nodes, batching local operations, and coordinating those batches across nodes, minimizing inter-node traffic. Figure 2 : A skip graph is a collection of skip lists that share their bottom levels. We assign ownership of these skip lists (one of which is highlighted) for increased NUMA locality.
Our approach and contributions. We describe an approach for "blackbox" concurrency based on layering user-provided sequential data structures on top of variants of skip graphs [4, 2] for increased NUMA locality. In contrast with [9] , we do not replicate the whole dataset among threads: each thread maintains a user-provided, sequential navigable map (a C++ map, a skip list [27] , etc), all of which partition the overall dataset; these structures are "layered" on top of a skip graph variant used to "publish" the local elements to remote nodes. We implement two non-blocking, linearizable variants of skip graphs for shared memory, and suitably partition them among threads in order to increase NUMA locality. We do not mean our method to be generic as in [9] , although our approach is flexible enough to implement sets, maps, and priority queues. We implemented our approach in 10,088 lines of C++14, and our sets and maps operate up to 23% faster than a highly-optimized concurrent skip list (our fastest contender), with up to 70% of reduction on the number of remote synchronized reads, and up to a 3.21 times increase in CAS locality -that is, the ration of local over remote CAS operations -for 32 threads.
A glance over the technique. Threads operate privately on their local structure, but use the shared structure to "announce" local elements to other threads. The local structures are used to "jump" to positions in the shared structure near to where insertions or removals take place, reducing remote memory accesses. There is no contention in the local structures, as they are private. The local structures also perform a speculative role: if an element is found locally in a contains operation, we do not have to search globally in the shared structure. We carefully partition our shared structure in order to increase the NUMA locality of operations. This is possible by exploiting the fact that skip graphs (and our variations thereof) are a collection of skip lists sharing their bottom levels (see Fig. 2 ). We assign ownership of the skip lists that form the skip graph to individual threads. Hence, threads have local structures, which are any sequential navigable map, possibly skip lists, but private; furthermore, they "own" parts of the shared skip graph, which are skip lists, but shared and overlapping. In the figure, note that the linked lists labeled with λ, 0, and 00 (with highlighted nodes) configure a skip list, with four skip lists in total, sharing their bottom levels. We note that skip graphs were originally designed with distributed systems in mind, where local accesses are much less expensive than remote ones, and we certainly benefit from the original structure's features and goals. We tailored it to shared memory machines, implementing a non-blocking, linearizable concurrent skip graph -and a variant, called sparse skip graph, described in Sec. 3, that showed strong performance results. After some discussion on related work on Sec. 2, we detail our design and implementation in Sec. 3. Our evaluation approach and results are given in Sec. 4, allowing us to conclude, in Sec. 5, that our technique is very effective for NUMA-aware concurrency in the "blackbox" model.
Related Work
NUMA locality is a concern not only restricted to concurrent data structures, and it has been wellstudied in the data-intensive applications (DBMSs) and operating systems communities. We discuss below previous work in that area, and highlight any key differences from our own goals/perspective. Data intensive applications. These applications, especially represented by DBMSs, are not only concerned with data placement (somewhat related to our goals), but also with task scheduling (a non-goal here). Some approaches are at the OS level [32] , and others are at the application level, leveraging NUMA concerns to the query evaluation and planning [21, 12, 22] . We have a simple approach to data placement: threads maintain their inserted elements locally and the dataset is partitioned; our focus is on the data access pattern, addressed as well in the references above. Systems such as [30] are particularly concerned with data access pattern issues, as their operations are mostly uniform among threads. We do not discuss task scheduling, as we do not rely on approaches such as delegation [6] or flat-combining [14] , which do bring concerns related to taskscheduling because of the non-uniform work division among threads implied by these approaches.
Data placement policies. Efficient data shuffling policies have been examined in [24, 1] , and in [10, 5] , the latter not only considering remote memory access latency, but also contention. This kind of work is much more related to concurrent data structures, as improving the data access pattern in order to minimize contention is a primary goal in general for NUMA applications; minimizing latency is an additional goal for our work in particular. Techniques such as replication, interleaving, etc, mentioned in these papers, particularly in [10, 24] , are not used here, but look appealing for future work.
Concurrent computing. The work in [11] presents a systematic approach to provide NUMAawareness to locks. Tailor-made data structures for NUMA systems, such as [26, 7] have also been developed, using (now) standard techniques such as elimination [15] and delegation [6] . We think that "blackbox" approaches, such as in [9] , are more promising as they relieve systems programmers from "customizing" their structures for NUMA, a notoriously complicated task for non-specialists (and specialists alike [16] ). Our approach follows [9] in spirit, but (i) we do not aim to be as general by focusing on sets, maps, and priority queues; (ii) our dataset is partitioned, not replicated; and (iii) we do not rely on flat-combining [14] within NUMA nodes, so matters related to leader election and task-scheduling are not applicable to us.
Skip Lists and Skip Graphs. This text assumes basic familiarity with skip lists, but not necessarily with their concurrent versions. They first appeared in [28] , although [18, 23] were most widely discussed in the literature [16] . Skip lists have also been used to implement priority queues, either exact [8, 29] or with a relaxed definition [3, 33] . Our layered structure is applicable for both approaches, as discussed in Sec. 3. SkipNets [2] are data structures similar (if not identical) to skip graphs, proposed relatively at the same time. We consider those equivalent, and equally applicable. Skip graph variations, such as the one in [13] , typically address issues related to distributed systems, such as node size; we are aware of a single concurrent implementation in shared memory in [25] , although it is lock-based, in contrast with both of our non-blocking variants (novel on their own).
Design and Implementation
We describe our design and implementation details by assuming a dictionary application as a running example. Each thread has a local data structure, which could be a C++ map, a skip list [27] (we ran experiments with both of them), or any other navigable 1 map implementation. We also have a shared data structure, used by all threads to make their elements visible/invisible to others, as threads perform insertions or removals on it. We evaluate two skip graph [4] variants in the role of our shared structure. Skip graphs support searches that start from arbitrary positions, so the threads use their local structures to "jump" to nearby positions in the shared structure, where upcoming insertions or removals will take place. This "jump" happens without any contention, because each thread's local structure is private. As a consequence, the skip graph can have fewer levels than it would require if standing alone, a key performance factor.
Basic terminology. Our data structure overall, including the local structures and the shared structure, is referred by layered structure. Nodes encapsulate elements, although we these terms interchangeably when there is no ambiguity. When necessary, we further distinguish between local nodes or shared nodes, as we refer to those belonging to the local or shared structures, respectively.
(Background) Shared structure 1: Skip Graphs. We evaluate two different shared structures. Our first shared structure is a straightforward skip graph variation, containing multiple singly-linked lists and a head array pointing to the first element of each list (Fig. 2 ). All elements belong to the level-0 list (labeled λ); each level-1 list (labeled 0 and 1) contains a partition of the level-0 list; each level-2 list (labeled 00 . . . 11) contains a further partition of one level-1 list, as the lists 00 and 01 partition the list 0, the lists 10 and 11 partition the list 1, and so on. One can see a skip graph as a set of skip lists sharing their bottom levels. For instance, we denote by (00, 0, λ) a skip list formed by the indicated lists, this being one among the several skip lists constitute the skip graph. This skip list has its nodes highlighted in Fig. 2 . We will refer to any of those skip lists as a shared skip list, and any of the individual linked lists as a shared linked list from now on.
Focusing on a particular shared skip list, only 1/2 i of the nodes are present in its level i in expectation, however all nodes are present in the top level of some shared skip list. Hence, we want to maintain the skip graph relatively "flat", with only MaxLevel = log 2 (T ) levels, where T is the number of threads. Since threads use their local structure to locate nearby positions in the skip graph from where to start insertions and removals, such "flatness" should be compensated for. All of this is only possible because, for any shared node, we can perform a skip list search starting from that node's top level, traversing only the skip list in which the that node belongs to in its top level. For instance, in Fig. 2 , we can search for 97 starting at 52, following the shared skip list (11, 1, λ) through the following path: 52 → 68, ↓, 68 → 80, 80 → 91, ↓, 91 → 97.
Threads perform insertions or removals over the same shared skip list, always. Formally, each thread has a membership vector, a sequence of MaxLevel bits, indicating on which shared skip list they operate. For example, Fig. 2 shows a skip graph with MaxLevel = 2, so a thread with a membership = 00 will always insert or remove in the skip list (00, 0, λ). Therefore, we have T /2 shared skip lists, each associated with at most two threads. In contrast with the original skip graph definition, our membership vector is per thread, not per element inserted or removed.
(Insertion) Local structure with speculative role. Inserting an element in the shared structure is the linearization point of our insert operation. The shared node contains the key and its associated value. Nevertheless, the inserting thread will also map in its local structure the element's key to the shared node described above. Subsequent search operations will first look for elements locally, and (i) if the element is found (unmarked, see below), no traversing in the shared structure is needed, as we have a pointer to the wanted shared node already; otherwise (ii) if the element is not found, the closest element in the local structure will point to a nearby position in the shared structure. In Sec. 4, we show up to a 76% reduction in the number of traversed shared nodes compared to a skip list with 32 threads. Looking at the local structure is speculative, but if the attempt fails, we still benefit from searching the shared structure from a closer starting point.
Algorithm 1 bool Layered::insert(K key, V value) 1:
Search the local structure and get the closest starting point 2: LocalNode lprev = localStructure.getStart(key) 3: while lprev = null and lprev.getValue().getMark(0) do 4: physically remove lprev Below, shared structure is a global skip graph; start from lprev 9: if sharedStructure.insert(key, value, lprev.getValue(), &insertedSkipnode) then 10: if insertedSkipnode = null then 11: if using layered structure as a Priority Queue then 12: remove all elements from the beginning of the local structure 13: . . . up to the first unmarked element, using the "combining" technique.
14:
Below, local structure is a thread-local variable 15: localStructure.insert(key, insertedSkipnode) return true 16: return false (Removal) Ownership & laziness = higher CAS success. Marking an element in the shared structure is the linearization point of our removal operation. Lazily, the "owning thread" that originally inserted the element (i) will remove the mapping from its local structure; and (ii) will perform physical cleanup on the shared structure. Operation (ii), in fact, is done by other threads besides the one that originally inserted the element: when a lazy cleanup is done in a shared list of level i, all but only the T /2 i threads sharing that list could perform that operation, which reduces contention in the upper levels and increases the CAS success overall. In other words, thread ownership of shared lists effectively reduces contention in the shared structure for insertions and for lazy cleanup operations. In Sec. 4, we show that the overall CAS success rate in our layered approach is higher compared to a highly-optimized concurrent skip list. lprev.getValue().setMark(0); return true 5:
Below, shared structure is a global skip graph; start from lprev 6: SharedNode sprev = sharedStructure.search(key, value, lprev.getValue()) 7: if sprev = null and sprev.getKey() = key and not sprev.getValue().getMark(0) then 8: sprev.setMark(0); return true 9: return false (Insertion & Removal) Some details. A logically removed local node l is one having its associated shared node marked. Marking is performed by removals in other threads, when they set a bit in the shared node's level-0 reference. The l.getValue() function gets the shared node associated with the local node l; the s.getMark(0) and s.setMark(0) functions obtain or change the mark associated with the shared node s.
The insertion procedure is described in Alg. 1. It first obtains the closest local node that is not logically removed. The physical cleanup of logically removed local nodes is done in line 3, as we find our starting local node. If we found a non-logically-removed local node with the same key, line 7 returns without traversing the shared structure. Otherwise, an insertion is attempted in the shared structure, and, if successful, the inserted shared node comes back referenced as insertedSkipnode, which will be mapped to the element's key in the local structure. (Line 12's role described on page 7, when we discuss priority queues.) The removal procedure is described in Alg. 2, and essentially only searches for the shared node, and marks its level-0 reference, as defined above. As we discussed before, inserting/removing in the shared structure are the linearization points of the overall insertion/removal operations. Since skip graph insertions and removals reduce to the corresponding operation in a particular shared skip list, which we implement as in [23, 18, 16] , our linearizability argument follows trivially for insertions and removals.
The search procedure, described in Alg. 4, tightly integrates searches between local and shared structures, and performs lazy cleanup in both of them. Lines 2 to 16 implement our basic strategy of using the local structure to find a good starting point in the shared structure, from which we perform a search. The loop at line 6 performs lazy cleanup of logically removed nodes 2 in the local structure if necessary. Given a starting point, a shared skip list search is started from sprev, at its top level. Note that the search in question is in the shared structure, but operates exactly like regular searches in skip lists, and is confined to the skip list in which sprev belongs to in its top level. These searches will internally perform cleanup of logically removed nodes in the shared structure if necessary, which may require the whole search to be retried due to CAS fails in the cleanup process ( [23, 16] ). (*) In this case, we update lprev using updateStart(lprev). The update does not search the local structure again, but walks backwards through removed nodes just like line 6 (and cleaning up the local structure).
In the uncommon case where no starting point is found (e.g., due to the key being too small), the loop at line 17 will find a starting point by walking down the head array, which points to all shared lists in the skip graph. The function headIndex(threadId, level), called first at line 18, retrieves the appropriate index in head that points to the level level of the skip list associated with a particular thread (identified by threadId and its membership vector). Lines 19 to 39 will perform cleanup of logically removed nodes in the shared structure, doing work similarly to what is done inside the skip list search algorithm called at lines 11 and 34.
(Priority Queues) Combining on removals. Our layered approach can implement a priority queue in addition to sets/maps, the only difference being the removal operation, which will use the standard approach of marking elements in the bottom level of (in our case) the skip graph. However, as seen at line 12 of Alg. 1, our layered approach gives the opportunity to remove many local nodes using combining [14] : as we aim to remove a whole prefix of the local structure containing only logically removed nodes, many of them can be removed at once, at cost comparable to a single removal. If our local structure is a tree, for instance, we can remove all elements in O(1) time after finding the last logically removed node; if the local structure is a skip list, we walk the bottom level sequentially, searching for the last logically removed node, then redirect head references past that node in "one shot", at cost of a single removal (as done in [8] ).
Shared structure 2: Sparse Skip Graphs. Our second shared data structure, which we call sparse skip graph, is seen in Fig. 3 . This data structure is similar to our first skip graph, but elements are present in level i of any skip list with expectation 1/2 i . Hence, the sparse skip graph is still a set of skip lists sharing their bottom levels, although the levels overall become themselves more and more sparse similarly to a skip list. Elements are present in level i of a particular skip list with expectation 1/4 i . Importantly, only elements that reach the top level are added to the local structures. This is crucial because the local structures should not only point to shared nodes nearby the final insertion or removal points, but also point to top-level nodes that are able to search the sparse skip graph efficiently. Using sparse skip graphs give two immediate advantages: (i) the local structures are smaller; and (ii) the insertion and removal in the shared structure requires changes in less than MaxLevel levels. The tradeoff is that the starting point given by local structures is not as close compared to regular skip graphs. Section 4 show that (i) and (ii) overcompensate for only a slight increase in the required number of traversed nodes in shared structure searches. 
Evaluation
We implemented our layered approach, the testing framework, and all data structures that we use for comparisons in 10,088 lines of C++ 14. We run our tests in a system with 2 sockets, 16 Intel Xeon E5-2620 cores (32 hardware threads), each running from 2.0-2.5GHz (varies due to TurboBoosting). The system has 128GB of memory and two NUMA nodes. The tool numactl --hardware reports intra-node distances of 10 and inter-node distances of 21. The system is running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with kernel version 4.15.0-43. In this system, we run directly on the hardware, without any virtual machines involved. We use clang++ 6.0, passing the -std=c++14 -O3 build flags. We run extensive tests spanning 12.4 hours, stressing all data structures we implemented (including competitors) under different contention, operation mixes, etc. Our tests generate 2.1MB of CSV files, which we process using Python. Our claims are verifiable using the Python script that we plan to make available with our system. Statistics are enabled/disabled at compile time, and our performance reports do not include any statistics overhead.
Experiment setup. We run experiments for 10s of CPU time per thread, reporting the total number of operations per millisecond overall, averaged from 5 runs. We run insert-remove-contains mixes of 60-30-10 (insert-heavy), 30-60-10 (remove-heavy), and 20-20-60 (contains-heavy). The numbers denote the chance threads decide to perform, uniformly at random, each operation. Insertions and contains operations are performed with keys chosen uniformly at random from the element space. Removals are performed with keys chosen uniformly at random from either (i) the Search the shared structure starting from lprev starting at its top level 10: SharedNode sprev = lprev.getValue()
11:
SharedNode result = sharedStructure.search(key, preds, succs, sprev, sprev.getTopLevel()) 12: if above search has to retry then 13: Update lprev, but use the old value to speed up the search (*) 14: localStructure.updateStart(lprev) 15: go to line 2 16: return result 17: for level from SG::MaxLevel down to 0 do while true do 20: next = current.getNext(level) 21: while current is marked do 22: first first unmarked node into next 23: if not head[headIndex(threadId, level)].cas(current, next)) then 24: Update previous, but use the old value to speed up the search (*) 25: localStructure.updateStart(lprev) 26: go to line 2 .getMark(0))) element space; or (ii) the elements previously inserted by the current thread, which a 50% chance each. With priority queues, we run for 5s with a 50-50-0 mix of insertions and remove-minimal. After choosing an operation, a thread runs 10 of them to amortize clock_gettime(), the only system call in the measured interval. We report mostly high contention experiments, with key space 2 11 , although we show some low contention numbers (in Fig. 5 and Tab. 3), with key space 2 14 .
The data structures are always preloaded with 20% of their maximum capacity before any measurements. Threads are pinned to each CPU, and we fill a socket before adding threads to another socket. Memory allocation. We use libnuma [20] on Linux to have each thread preallocate 3GB of private memory with numa_alloc_local() and numa_set_strict(). Threads use this memory for all node allocations 3 , either in the local or shared structures. This memory is located locally within the NUMA node to which each thread is pinned, and is never freed. We preallocate in order to avoid intra-socket delays for operations in the local structure, and we do not free memory because we do not want to mistakenly account for the performance of the memory allocator. The actual method by which we report the ratio of local vs. total memory accesses is by manual instrumentation done in the code, since all accesses to elements in our local/remote structures go through a set of methods in our SkipListNode<T,U> and SkipGraphNode<T,U> classes. Cache locality is measured with PAPI [31] , and only when operations are performed (so no testing overhead is included).
Remote accesses. Table 1 shows the number of CAS and read-sync remote memory accesses per operation for a variety of structures running in the high-contention 20-20-60 mix: map {sg,ssg} refer to C++ maps over regular and sparse skip graphs, respectively; sl represents a regular (concurrent, non-NUMA) skip list. Note that non-sparse skip graphs require a high number of remote CAS operations compared to skip lists because elements are inserted in all skip graph levels, whereas in the skip lists a node's expected level is 2. For sparse skip graphs, we have a comparable workload. However, in both of our layered approaches, we see how much less remote read-sync operations we perform, as local structures "jump" to appropriate destinations in the shared structure directly. Figures 4 and 5 further shows how effective is our local structure in reducing the average number of elements traversed. Note that sparse skip graphs require more traversals than skip graphs, as not all nodes are in the top level, making the local structures more sparse themselves. We see in the figure how this somewhat reduces the effectiveness of the local structure "jump". Table 2 shows the ratio of local over total memory accesses. We report those for skip lists layered over skip graphs (regular and sparse), since we can instrument our skip list code to obtain memory locality. In the table, sl {sg,ssg} represent skip lists as local structures over skip graphs (regular and sparse, respectively) as shared structures. Cache misses are reported in Table 3 .
Fairness and balances. All of our structures remove chains of marked nodes, in the searchrelink operation in the shared structure with a single CAS operation, in contrast with many data structures in the literature [18, 23] . As we compare ourselves to skip lists (including a PQ-skip-list as in [29] ), we included this optimization in the skip list too. We do verify whether the final sizes Design by experiments. Initial tests showed that padding within nodes not only increases memory usage dramatically, but actually hurts performance (∼ 30% slowdown): our algorithms typically perform read-syncs or CAS operations across a node's levels. We also tested a completely lazy removal, versus trying to CAS at removal time, noticing a ∼ 10% slowdown even at relatively low contentions. The lesson is clear: use the cache since it is "hot". We do introduce padding in the head of the skip graph, as threads only access specific indexes. We designed by experimentation, and Figs. 6, 7, and 8 reflect our choices in terms of operations/msec in the contains-heavy, insertheavy, and remove-heavy mixes, respectively. Any noticeable variance is shown in vertical bars. Our machine has TurboBoosting, so the performance on low thread counts might suffer from slight inflation. Our statistics also indicate a higher success of CAS operations in the layered approach (up to 99.4% of successes vs. 95.7% in the skip lists for the 30-60-10 mix in high contention), which we attribute to the partition of lists in the shared skip graphs, a key component of our design. Figure 9 shows the layered approach as applicable to priority queues, exact (layered pq2) and relaxed (layered pq7). In the exact version, threads search for the first unmarked node by traversing their owned shared skip list, and then try to mark elements sequentially in the skip graph's bottom level (details on Appendix). In the relaxed version, the thread looks for the first unmarked nodes in all levels of the thread's shared skip list, and tries to mark one of them. Operations per Millisecond skip_list_pq2-load_50_50_0 skip_list_pq7-load_50_50_0 layered_map_sg_pq2-load_50_50_0 layered_map_sg_pq7-load_50_50_0 layered_map_ssg_pq2-load_50_50_0 layered_map_ssg_pq7-load_50_50_0 layered_sl_sg_pq2-load_50_50_0 layered_sl_sg_pq7-load_50_50_0 layered_sl_ssg_pq2-load_50_50_0 layered_sl_ssg_pq7-load_50_50_0 Figure 9 : PQs, 50-50-0, high contention.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an approach to "blackbox" concurrency based on layering local, sequential data structures over skip graphs, aimed at increasing NUMA locality. At a high level, our design consists of a carefully designed and partitioned shared structure, well-integrated with user-provided, sequential local structures, operated without contention. Together, these structures promote increased NUMA locality, as verified by experimentation. Our experiments ran for 12.4 hours, generating 2.1MB of CSV data that (i) indicate a much higher ratio of locality for our approach compared to skip lists (up to 3.21 times); (ii) show better performance of our approach (up to 23%) even though some variants require more synchronization per operation than others; (iii) show a slight increase in cache locality, particularly for the sparse skip graphs; (iv) have a strong reduction on the number of remote synchronized reads (up to 70%). As future work, we are particularly interested in exploring our structural advantages in the design of exact and relaxed priority queues.
